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BRINGI
Music television is
big business. Competi-

DOWN

tion is rampant between
the so-called MusicATelevision Networks, and

these

networks

are

g

taking matters into their

own hands by requiring

artists to make a pledge
to promote their music

only on one network
Most courts say that

at

filed a complaint with
the justice department
against Viacom for anticompetitive practices. I
In June of 2001, singer
Alicia Keys signed a contract to perform on
MTV's "Video Music
Awards" show (VMAs)
scheduled for early September, and, in her contract, agreed not to perform on any other show in the weeks
prior to the air date of the VMAs. I MTV claimed
that they were just being "protective of their awards
show" stating "[they] have some appearance parameters that are important to [them]," and indicated that
they make the same requirements of all performers
and do not use any intimidation tactics to induce artists to sign. 6 However, this was not the first time
that MTV andViacom had been questioned about their
potential antitrust violations.7 Because of MTV's hammerlock on the music video industry, regulators have
examined alleged antitrust problems related to their
domination of the market, but have not yet taken
action against the company. 8
The problem is compounded when one sees
the number of viewers who watch the MTV awards
show. I "The 2001 MTV Video Music Awards" averaged more than ten million viewers, making it the
number one cable entertainment program for 2001
among households. 10 Its fan base is so large because
it features performances by the hottest acts of the
moment. Due to its popularity, the awards show offers
a lucrative performance opportunity to artists. '' In contrast, "Soul Train" is only a weekly series on a network that features primarily African American performers. 12 Although Cornelius dropped the inquiry when
MTV made an exception in its policy and allowed Keys
to perform on "Soul Train's Lady of Soul" awards, the
draw of the VMAs will surely call the anticompetitive
practices into the public forum, especially since this
practice is rampant in MTV's booking policies. "3Fur-

The Monopoly of Music Television?
-

By Margaret Brown*

these types of restraints on trade are
not meaningful. In most circumstances, the law says
that covenants not to compete are enforceable, even
if they restrict trade in some way. However, when
the company restricting competition is Viacom, Inc.
(Viacom), and the agent being kept from competing
is a famous, up and coming music celebrity, the issue
may not be so clear.2 Viacom, through its entity MTV,
was accused early last year of hurting smaller music
programs by requiring its performers to sign contracts
restricting their ability to perform on other networks.3
Under a basic framework of antitrust law, this limited
restriction on trade would not seem to be a violation. However, when this media giant has a history of
buying up its competition, and when an industry has
such an impact on the careers of artists, the law should
be reexamined to strike down these types of agreements as unlawful restraints of trade.This note details
a history of Viacom, MTV and the dispute with Soul
Train; explores some key aspects of antitrust law;
applies this law to the facts of the Viacom case; and
asks the courts to evaluate non-compete agreements
under a different standard in the context of the music
industry.

A. Background of the Antitrust
Complaint Against Viacom
In August of 200 1, Don Cornelius, creator and
producer of the television music show "Soul Train,"
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ther, these practices are common to different sections in the industry, one example being the continuing
struggle between the GrammyAwards and the American Music Awards. 14 Many executives are upset with
these practices, and, thus, the door is open and the
market ripe for these types of complaints. 's An MTV
spokeswoman stated,"[w]ith respect to... booking on
the MTV 'Video Music Awards: exclusivity is standard
practice within the print and broadcast media industry, and to think otherwise would be na'lve." 6

B. The History of Viacom
Viacom is a diversified entertainment corporation that operates in several different industries,
including cable television, broadcast television, radio,
outdoor advertising, and the Internet. 17 It is one of
the world's leaders in the creation, promotion and distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. 8
Dating back nearly 90 years, Viacom was created by
several unlikely mergers and acquisitions, ranging from
movie studios to companies that make car bumpers. '9
Throughout the 1980s,Viacom began acquiringTV and
radio stations, including Showtime, The Movie Channel and MTV Networks. 20 In 1987, National Amusements, owned by Sumner Redstone, bought 83% of
Viacom after a bidding war with venture capitalist Carl
Icahn. 2' In the 1990s,Viacom bought all of the King's
Island amusement parks and Paramount Communications and also began the United Paramount Network
(UPN). 2 2 In 1997 and 1998,Viacom was facing some
capital concerns and sold parts of the corporation
to the highest bidders. 23 However, in 1999, Viacom
expanded again by creating an Internet division to
house some of the web pages of its networks and sold
parts of other holdings for a percentage of SonicNet
Web sites.2 4 In 2000,Viacom won a suit with BHC
Communications that claimed a breach of a covenant
not to compete in its merger with CBS. 25 The $45
billion merger with CBS went through, which brought

Viacom back to its CBS origins by reuniting it with its
original parent company after the federal law prohibiting these mergers was overturned.2 6 In 200 1,Viacom
bought the remaining interest in Infinity Broadcasting
and BET Holdings, an entertainment company targeting primarily an African American audience, and took
steps to cut costs, such as merging the operations of
27
CBS and UPN.
Recently,Viacom has been declared the "undisputed gatekeeper for music video airplay." 28 It owns
MTV Networks (and its sister channel MTV2), the
dominant music television network for 12-34 yearolds, which plays contemporary music from several
different genres along with game shows and reality
shows. 29 It also ownsVH I (a music network for 25-44
year-olds), BET (Black Entertainment Television), and
CMT ("The Genuine Country Music Authority"). 30
These four networks comprise nearly all of the music
networks in the cable industry. 31 Viacom has taken
steps to leave the creative decisions in the hands of
the respective networks, but it is still the parent corporation, which gives Viacom ultimate veto authority
32
over final decisions of MTV executives.
The difficulties of an artist in "making it big"
without a favorable relationship with Viacom have
been pointed out by members of the entertainment
community. 33 Stan Soocher, attorney and chairman of
the entertainment industry studies department at the
University of Colorado at Denver, has said, "If you're
an artist or a record company that has poor relations
with the Viacom culture, you're immediately stripped
of most opportunities to get your music videos on the
air." 34 "Clearly, it's beneficial to have more 'stores' to
sell to in the music video mall, so to speak." 3 Because
most artists can usually perform on one or two of
Viacom's music networks, and because of the different
networks' formats, antitrust violations seem less likely
than if the artists were limited to just one network. 36
In other words, there is enough diversity in the content of the different networks that
antitrust concerns have not come
to fruition. 37 However, there is con, "[Iw~ith
cern that Viacom holds the entire
V market for music in general, and the
differences in the content of the
practice networks should not matter. One

speaker has said it like this:
"If you just look at the

rest of the satellite and
cable
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edly will increase, providing an advantage over those
acts which have been isolated from the network. 50
Although rival channels of MTV have sprung up and
been successful in other countries, MTV has no rival
networks in the United States."' This is due in part to
Viacom's policy of buying the new network and bringing it under its corporate umbrella. 52 In fact, they have
been the subject of prior antitrust litigation regarding
their purchase of a competing music network known
as "The Box" However, those charges were dropped
after investigation."

landscape, every other genre has multiple providers and is a competitive landscape - news, women, sports, movies. In
the end, that's more choices for the consumer, more editorial points of view and
a broader portfolio for the cable and satellite providers. But in music, if any channel other than Viacom makes it, Viacom
buys them." 39

C. The Impact of MTV
Although Viacom owns virtually the entire
market of music programming on television, it cannot
be disputed that MTV is the dominant player of Viacom's music networks.40 MTV is unique in that it not
only provides a forum for music artists to have their
songs displayed to the public, but it has a profound
influence on the tastes of the public in music, culture,
and celebrity.4' One anecdote exemplifies its domination as not only an outlet for music, but for all aspects
of an artist's career: one popular band went on MTV's
Total Request Live to announce for the first time that
one of their bandmates was struggling with alcoholism
and had been committed to a rehabilitation center.42
It would seem that this type of announcement would
be better served on a news network such as CNN,
but recording artists know that the most influential
medium to express their views and news is MTV. 43

Lega

round

A. The Sherman Antitrust Act
Viacom's alleged violation of antitrust law came
in the form of an exclusive agreement with a performer, which allegedly restricted competition in the
same industry for other, smaller corporations. Exclusive dealing contracts may be, and have been, challenged under sections one and two of the Sherman
Act. 14
Section one of the Act reads:
Every contract, combination in the form
of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in
restraint of trade or commerce among
the several States, or with foreign nations,
is hereby declared to be illegal. Every
person who shall make any contract or
engage in any combination or conspiracy
hereby declared to be illegal shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not
exceeding $10,000,000 if a corporation,
or, if any other person, $350,000, or by
imprisonment not exceeding three years,
or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the court. 5

Even record executives look to the impact and influence of MTV when making decisions regarding their
performers under contract. 44 Andy Slater, president of
Capitol Records put it like this: "The imprimatur of
MTV is a very powerful thing. It is part of the discussions you have to have now when you plan [an artist's]
career." 41

In the early 1980s, MTV was created as a $20
million joint venture of Warner Communications and
American Express Co. 46 MTV was quickly incorporated as a standard cable network, reaching ten million
homes within two years.4 7 It also redefined the music
video, turning it from a mere showcase of the song
to a cinematic event with the release of music videos
such as Michael Jackson's Thriller or Duran, Duran's
Hungry like the Wolf. 4 8 MTV has lowered the volume of
music videos that it airs, but this is largely in response
to the artist's record labels, which believe that the
artist can get better exposure when there is a special
series about them or they can perform on the Video
Music Awards. 49 By appearing on MTV in other
ways than through music videos, artists' sales undoubt-

Bag

When there is proof of an agreement between the
two parties, the proper claim is a section one violation. 6 However, if a section one violation cannot be
shown, a plaintiff can still challenge the action of the
defendant by claiming a monopolization or attempted
monopolization under section two of the act. Section
two of the Sherman Act reads:

-- 65--

Every person who shall monopolize, or
attempt to monopolize, or combine or
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conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the
trade or commerce among the several
States, or with foreign nations, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not
exceeding $10,000,000 if a corporation,
or, if any other person, $350,000, or by
imprisonment not exceeding three years,
or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the court. 7
Under section two of the act, the court has broadly
defined the relevant market. 58 However, this note
argues that the court should shrink the definition of
the market in the case of Music Television Networks.
Further, the facts are being analyzed in this note as
if Soul Train never dropped the allegations against
Viacom.

B.

Classifying an Entity as a Monopoly

Under section two of the Sherman Act, the
monopolization, attempt to monopolize and conspiracy to monopolize any part of trade or commerce
are unreasonable restrictions and are illegal under the
Act. 59 Monopoly power was defined in E.I. de Pont
de Nemours & Co. as "the power to control prices or
exclude competition." 6 0

1. What Ls the Relevant Market?
The key to determining whether an agreement
is unreasonable is to define the defendant's market
strength, or market power, in the industry.6' Substantial market power is an indispensable ingredient of
every claim under the reasonableness test.6 2 The first
question that must be asked is whether the defendant
has market power; if he does not, the antitrust violation will be nearly impossible to prove. 63 A broad
product market or geographic market will lessen the
percentage of the defendant's control in the market,
as opposed to a narrow market which will make proving monopoly less difficult. 64 Soul Train must carefully
lay outViacom's relevant market if it has even a small
hope of prevailing against the media giant.
An evaluation of the relevant market is necessary to analyze Viacom's market share and to prove
its monopoly status.Without proving thatViacom has
control of the relevant market, an essential element
of an antitrust complaint will be missing. In defining
the relevant market, there are three possibilities in this

case. Most broadly, it could be all television channels,
cable or network. If this were the case,Viacom would
control a large portion of the market, but probably
not enough to declareViacom a monopoly in the television industry. A second definition of the relevant
market would be the community of cable networks
only,which would give more force to Soul Train's argument. Although this would give Soul Train a better
argument as to the power of Viacom in the cable
world, it would still probably not be enough because
Viacom owns many cable channels, but overall, owns
less than half the total cable networks."6 However, this
is a dispute about the ability of music artists to perform on other music related programs.Therefore, Soul
Train's third, and best, argument is that the relevant
market is music television networks. BecauseViacom
owns all four of the major music television networks
that every home receives when it orders basic cable,
MTV,VH I, BET, and CMT, Soul Train's burden of proving thatViacom is a monopoly is most easily met with
this definition of the relevant market.
SoulTrain's argument thatViacom has a monopoly, however, does not hold weight in many of the
cases that define the relevant market. In Twin City
Sportservice, Inc., the Ninth Circuit laid out a three-part
test to determine the relevant market. 66 First, the
court must determine the industry of the defendant,
in Viacom's case, cable television networks and other
media outlets. 67 Second, the court must decide what
the relevant area of effective competition is, and the
court defines this broadly. 68 Applying the second
prong to Viacom, the industry would likely include
all of Viacom's networks, including those that are not
found in the television industry.69Third, the court must
determine whether competition has been effectively
shut down in the area determined to be the relevant
market. 70 Therefore, Viacom's non-compete agreement must have shut out Soul Train from the entire
media market, not just the music television industry.
71 The size of the market will directly correlate with
the ease of proving illegality under the antitrust laws,
and, under this definition, Viacom's small share in the
entire media industry will hinder the success of anti-

trust claims against

it.72

The broadness of the relevant market test is
demonstrated more dramatically in The Treasurer.
In Treasurer, the defendant was alleged to have been
reducing competition in bank-situated ATM machines,
but not in ATMs located in other places.74 The court
considered a narrow definition of the market of only
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ATMs in banks, but ultimately decided that ATMs
everywhere, whether in banks, gas stations, or supermarkets, was the appropriate relevant market. 7 The
court stated that ATMs are not only installed in and
around banks, but are being placed in retail stores
to enable customers to access money from their
accounts without having to write a check or charge
their purchases. 76 Further, the court included in the
relevant market potential entrants who currently do
not have a presence in the three states mentioned and
unaffiliated ATMs that are open territory for competition.77
The court's broad determination of the relevant market in this case indicates that the relevant
market is not a restrictive determination in antitrust
actions, but should encompass every possibility for the
plaintiff to compete with the defendant. 78 Of course,
with a court's adoption of this very broad definition of
the relevant market, Soul Train's fight would not make
a good impression in the courts. Viacom is involved
in all sections of media, and just because Soul Train
may be blocked out of the music awards show industry does not mean that there are no other avenues for
the company to be involved in outside of the industry.
However,the Supreme Court
hinted in International Boxing Club of
N.Y that in some situations a court
may define the relevant market more
narrowly to account for the particuthat plays
79
lar situation facing it. In International
Boxing, the Court upheld a ruling that
the relevant market was defined as
Request L
only championship boxing matches,
not all boxing events. 80 The Court
came to this conclusion because the
requestti

This standard for defining the relevant market
should have some weight in the courts. Music artists
have a limited arena in which to have their name and
music heard; touring, radio, and television. They can
tour and perform in several cities all over the world,
which is important in developing a fan base. Performing live is a type of promotion that is vital to an artist's
success, but it is a long and difficult struggle. An artist
must load up his entire life in one city, travel to the
next, and unload in that city for the night, then do it all
again the next day. Although this method of promotion is effective, it is grueling and other methods must
also be employed if an artist is to survive in the industry. Artists can also have their songs played on the
radio. However, it takes time, money, and energy to
get budding artists' songs played on the radio because
of the high volume of new artists who are waiting to
be discovered. Although the fans gained at live shows
may call and request the song, the radio disc jockey
does not always play the fans' requests. More often,
the record company lobbies the radio station to have
their artist's songs played on the station. Record executives send the singles to the radio stations, along with
other promotional materials, with the hopes that the

plaintiff provided detailed findings
which proved that the market should
be defined on a more narrow scale.8
they turn
Championship boxing matches bring
in three times the revenue of other
boxing events.8 2 Further, championship boxing events
are more frequently broadcast on television, and bring
more viewers and than other boxing events. 83 The
movie rights for championship boxing matches were
more lucrative; in fact, no non-championship boxing event
had ever been sold as a movie to the public. I The
Court allowed the industry to define its own market
by its organization, and allowed the entire market of
"boxing" to be separated into discreet "sub-markets"
for the purpose of antitrust analysis."

station will like the music and play the song. Finally, the
artist may be promoted in print. Industry magazines,
such as Rolling Stone, Spin, and Billboard may feature
the artist in the "new music" section of the magazine
or do a feature article on the performer. Newspapers
may offer reviews of the artist's concerts and albums.
However, the best way for an artist to get her name
and face out there is to promote herself on television,
and the best place to do that is on MTV

-- 67--
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MTV is not only a television network that plays
music videos, it is a defining feature of our culture.86
With shows such as "Total Request Live," artists have a
chance to plead with MTV viewers to buy their albums
and request their videos and songs on the radio. 87
When looking for music news, the place people turn
to is most likely MTV. 88 Although MTV is geared
to younger age groups, Viacom's other networks are
geared for older groups and different ethnicities. 89
If you are a music lover, you have some outlet in
which to find new artists in the
Viacom family of networks. Artists
know the power that MTV and the
other music networks have over

tify a naked restriction on price or output, and such
a restriction requires some competitive justification
even in the absence of a detailed market analysis." 92
The Court upheld the FTC commissioner's finding that
competition was actually diminished where the Federation of Dentists held sway, even though a detailed
analysis into market power was not made. 93 It held
that proof of actual detrimental effects can eliminate
the need for an inquiry into market power because
market power proof serves as a "surrogate for detri-

their music careers. This can be
seen in the frequent visits by artists
to do guest and promotional appear-

ances on the networks. Further,
when MTV does an awards show,
almost every artist who is estab-

lished in the music industry attends.
In the past three years, not one
winner of an MTV Video Music

award has been absent and unable
to accept his or her award. 90 The

importance that a show like the

MTVVideo Music Awards has on an
artist's career is profound, and only in the rarest of
circumstances would an artist who has been asked to
perform on the show pass on the opportunity.Therefore, because of the layout and demands of the industry, a court would reach a more equitable result in
an antitrust case if it allowed the recognition of many
"submarkets" within the industry to create several different relevant markets for antitrust analysis. A music
artist needs to be protected in many different aspects
of the industry, and being excluded from one part, his
or her career may be detrimentally affected.A more
narrow definition of the relevant market would provide this protection and would allow for greater success for all artists in the industry.

11. A.4-a Detriment

fe s

Although market power is the main focus of
courts in an antitrust action, some jurisdictions will
look to proof of actual detrimental effects. 9' In Indiana Federation of Dentists, the Court, foregoing the general rule that proof of market power is important to
determine liability under antitrust legislation, stated:
"The absence of proof of market power does not jus-

mental effects." 9 4 In practice, very few cases showing
detrimental effects in lieu of market power have succeeded, but it has been successful and Soul Train has a
valid argument under this theory."S
Although an artist is not required to sign the
contract with MTV that grants MTV the exclusive
right to that artist for a specified time period, failure
to sign with MTV would have a detrimental effect on
the artist's career. To avoid having his or her video
removed from airplay as a result of not signing the
MTV contract, an artist would have to be willing to
give up his or her rights to perform on other awards
shows. With the bulk of artists' videos being played
on MTV, an artist left off the play-list will not have the
same opportunity to be heard as other artists because
no comparable market exists for the artist to choose
to air his or her material.
Although it is not impossible for an entrepreneur or venture capitalist to start another network,
historically, these attempts have been futile. Viacom,
Inc. was involved in a scandal in 2000 where it bought
aTV network that was doing just this.96 The presumption is that even if a new music network is created, the
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will not survive because it will be either
cult one to meet. "02 The likelihood of anti-competitive

bought byViacom or will not be able to compete with
a huge and influential network such as MTV. Further,
but less importantly, the American public may take a
refusal to perform on MTV personally. If an MTV
news brief stated that an artist had denied MTV's offer
to perform, MTV viewers would likely be offended
and the artist's reputation would likely be negatively
affected. Snubbing MTV could be akin to snubbing an
entire generation.
Because of the potential harm for failing to
sign these agreements, an artist will likely choose MTV
over a competing music show. Further, because of the
threat of being removed from MTV play-lists, artists
will not sign with smaller programs over MTV, and, as
such, the smaller programs will be affected. There is
very little that a smaller program can do to entice the
artist to come to its show when the restrictive covenant is in place, especially if the consequences of the
artist's decision will lead to less exposure and harm to
his or her career. The power and control that MTV
and Viacom, Inc. have over the market affects smaller
shows in such a way that they cannot compete. In
Soul Train's case MTV allowed the artist to perform
on Soul Train's "Lady of Soul" awards, but it was only
after a complaint was filed with the Justice Department alleging antitrust violations.97 This situation suggests that MTV will amend the restrictive covenant
and allow artists to perform on other networks only
after a complaint is made, and then only if that complaint is dropped.

Ill. Foreclosure from the Market P r SeViolations
If a plaintiff cannot succeed by proving actual
detrimental effects, it may be demonstrated that he or
she has been foreclosed from the market because of
the anti-competitive actions of the defendant, making
the defendant's behavior a per se violation of section
two of the Act.98 Failure to show this foreclosure will
usually result in judgment for the defendant. 9 In Jefferson Parish, the Court stated that there are two situations where power in the market is illegal: when the
defendant has complete market power over the good
or service in question or when there has been unreasonable restraint on the relevant market. 100 In order
for practices by the defendant to be per se violations,
the plaintiff must prove that a substantial volume of
commerce is foreclosed because of the defendant's
anti-competitive actions. '0' The threshold is a diffi-
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conduct must "render unjustified the costs of determining whether the particular case at bar involves
anti-competitive conduct." 103 Once this threshold is
met, the practice is per se invalid only if the anticompetitive force is likely to be exercised on the consumer. 104 Some examples of situations where the per
se rule has been applied include when the seller's share
in the market is high or when the seller offers a unique
product that competitors are not able to offer. 10
Soul Train would have to show that it has been
foreclosed from the market due to MTV's exclusive
dealing agreements with these artists in order to find
MTV in violation of antitrust law. It seems that Soul
Train could prove this at least during the two-month
duration of the agreement at issue. However, this
agreement is only one in a series of agreements that
an artist makes with MTV. The Video Music Awards
is not the only show on the network in which the
artist is required to sign a contract. In fact, MTV's programming has slowly been moving away from twentyfour hours a day of music videos to a music-related
format. Although it still plays videos, its schedule is full
of other programs offering a wide variety for music
lovers. Although there is no evidence in this case
that MTV has exclusive contracts for every one of
these shows, it would be nafve to think that these
contracts are not in place for most MTV artists. 106
Through these sorts of arrangements, MTV effectively
precludes a particularly popular artist from performing on other programs for a period much longer than
two months. This precludes any competing awards
shows or music programs from acquiring the level of
talent as that appearing on MTV's programs. Because
of the importance of MTV to an artist, he or she
would be unlikely to refuse to deal with MTV simply
as a result of MTV's anticompetitive practices.

IV. Duration of the Exclusive
Dealing Arrangement
To have a violation, the foreclosure must also
be for a significant duration so that the plaintiff is
affected more than minimally. 107 In Thompson Everett,
the Fourth Circuit held that when exclusive arrangements are only in effect for a short time, they normally will not hinder competition in such a way as to
preclude others from entering the market. 08 Usually
these arrangements are for periods of less than one
year, and the court stated that these agreements may
actually have a positive impact on competition in the
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long run, even though they restrict it in the short run. 109 A
short exclusive arrangement will likely give the company the ability to become acclimated to the business
area, and to build a staff that will have job security for
long enough for the company to recover its investment. 110 The temporary restriction is outweighed by
the benefits that the restriction has for the exclusive
company. "' Although courts have held relatively short
exclusive dealing arrangements to be invalid by considering other aspects besides duration, exclusive dealing arrangements do not always have a negative impact
on competition, and courts are mindful of the positive
effects of exclusivity. 12 As hinted in Thompson-Everett,
the most important reason for looking at exclusive
dealing contracts where market power does not exist
is that these types of arrangements can have positive
economic benefits that outweigh the effects on competition. 111
The restrictive covenant between MTV and
Keys was for a period of only two months. 114 This
time period is very short, especially under the Thompson-Everett reasoning. Although there was an exclusive
agreement between the parties, current courts would
likely hold that the agreement itself was not so restrictive on competition that MTV should be liable for a
breach of antitrust legislation. At the end of the two
months, the artist is free to perform on any awards
show or make other appearances. "' Although this
will impact other awards shows that have scheduled
their events during the two months surrounding the
Video MusicAwards, it would not likely impact them in
such a way as to preclude enforcement of the agreement. Further, MTV has legitimate interests in protecting its show. If artists were able to perform on
MTV's show one night and another show the next,
the uniqueness and excitement surrounding the MTV
show would surely lessen. The attraction of the MTV
Video Music Awards is in large part due to the anticipation and creativity of artists' performances because
there are no other awards shows like it. However,
if another network were to create an awards show
very similar to MTV's show, it would be easy for that
show to cloud the excitement that surrounds MTV.
A court following the reasoning of the general line
of cases would surely hold that even though the covenant restricts trade within the relevant market, the
short duration upholds its validity. However, existing
case law on this issue should be reexamined, especially
in today's fickle society.
The music industry is not like other industries.

Acts on MTV are fueled by public tastes and preferences. It is not uncommon for an artist's video on
MTV to be on the play-list for a period of less than
two months. Listeners and watchers get bored very
easily. Moreover, MTV has a general policy of "retiring" videos after they have been in rotation for a
period of sixty-five days. 116 Therefore, MTV can effectively preclude an artist from performing on another
network during the time in which MTV considers that
artist to be "hot" the sixty-five day period. Granted,
the artist then is able to promote his or her music in
other mediums, but a viewer on MTV may consider
that music to be stale, therefore, greatly reducing the
artist's chances of further promotion. Further, minor
acts who have managed to gain radio airplay may face
the threat of non-exposure on MTV unless they sign
an exclusive agreement. Therefore, MTV is effectively
creating a monopoly over any other networks "breaking" the new star. Smaller networks will never be
able to gain the notoriety that MTV has because of
MTV's ability to bring the viewers new music before
any other network does. One of MTV's slogans is,
"You hear it first" 117 MTV's ability to pressure artists
into signing exclusive dealing arrangements allows it to
continue to use that slogan, thus keeping its reputation
as the elite music network on television. No other
network can ever call itself a pioneer for new music
if MTV is allowed to continue its exclusive "I dealing
arrangements, even if the arrangement is only binding
for a short period of time.The music industry is not
the same as the cable television provider industry;
cable television will always be around. A particular
artist can be here today, gone tomorrow.

In reality, MTV would likely not be held to have
violated the Sherman Act by its exclusive dealing contract with Alicia Keyes. MTV does not dominate any
court's definition of the relevant market. Since MTV is
privately operated and not controlled byViacom, MTV
would only control one quarter of that market under
even the court's strictest definition of the "relevant
market:" This is likely not enough to warrant interference by the government in the freedom to contract
for the benefit of your business. However, the situation of MTV is a rare one. Because of its influential
place in our culture and the impact it has on the music
industry, fairness would indicate that special consideration should be granted to competing networks that
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wish to have the same or similar notoriety. Antitrust
actions should be allowed against Viacom and MTV
to prevent abuse of new artists and small competing
music programs and networks. However, as the law
stands currently, there is little reprieve for programs
that wish to challenge the music television giant.
Courts must be mindful of the delicate nature of the
music industry and give special consideration to the
enforceability of non-compete agreements within that
industry.
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